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Vinišće Bay Living

LIVING AREA

220 m2
PLOT SIZE

560 m2
PRICE

1.480.000 €

BATHROOMS

4
ROOMS

4

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated



Vinišće Bay Living is a luxury resort complex consisting of six modernly designed villas representing the perfect fusion of minimalist architecture and
captivating natural surroundings. Located in one of the most alluring seafront sites in Dalmatia, Vinišće Bay Living offers plenty of lavish features that ideally
complement the invigorating ambiance of pristine Adriatic sea, blissful sunsets, and lush Mediterranean nature. Once a fishing village, Vinišće has developed

into an attractive tourist destination in the Adriatic, offering plenty of coves and beaches to explore and experience the joy of pure relaxation. With its
contemporary architectural design embracing large glass walls, each of the six villas features a mesmerizing sea view and allows you to enjoy constant

contact with the inspiring nature surrounding the resort. The favorable position of this resort will enable you to enjoy pristine beaches, which are only a short
walk away. Vinišće Bay Living is an exquisite resort that combines the best of two worlds, an indigenous Mediterranean ambiance lifestyle and pure

modernism in a unique way, and is the ideal choice for all who want to enjoy an enchanting natural ambiance without compromising quality or comfort. The
proximity of the International airport Split (20 kilometers), UNESCO World Heritage Sites in Split, Trogir and Šibenik,  marina Frapa in Rogoznica (15

kilometers), as well as two national parks the (Kornati National Park and Krka National Park) make Vinišće Bay Living a unique project within its environment
which will enable each guest a magnificent experience and lasting sensations of well-being. Vinišće Bay Living is being built by a renowned international
investor with great experience and expertise in real estate investments. To all property owners, property management services will be available.   VILLA
LAVANDA – SOLD 2 story I Living area: 235 m2 I 4 bedrooms I 4 baths I Plot size: 562 m2 Villa comprises a kitchen with a dining area, a living room with

access to the spacious terrace with a spectacular sea view, a toilet, an outdoor pool with a sun deck, and outdoor parking. VILLA RUZMARIN 2 story I Living
area: 254 m2 I 4 bedrooms I 4 baths I Plot size: 563 m2 Asking price: 1.480.000 € Villa features a kitchen with a dining area and a spacious living room that

opens to a terrace with a sea view, a...

AMENITIES
Balcony  Garden  Parking  Pool  Seaview  Terrace




